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Abstract
The emergence of the Isthmus of Panama is one of the most important events in recent
geological history, yet its timing and role in fundamental evolutionary processes
remain controversial. While the formation of the isthmus was complete around 3 million years ago (Ma), recent studies have suggested prior intercontinental biotic
exchange. In particular, the possibility of early intermittent land bridges facilitating
colonization constitutes a potential mechanism for speciation and colonization before
full closure of the isthmus. To test this hypothesis, we employed genomic methods to
study the biogeography of the army ant genus Eciton, a group of keystone arthropod
predators in Neotropical rainforests. Army ant colonies are unable to disperse across
water and are therefore ideally suited to study the biogeographic impact of land bridge
formation. Using a reduced representation genome sequencing approach, we show that
all strictly Central American lineages of Eciton diverged from their respective South
American sister lineage between 4 and 7 Ma, significantly prior to the complete closure
of the isthmus. Furthermore, three of the lineage pairs form extensive and coincident
secondary contact zones in Costa Rica and Nicaragua, with no evidence of gene flow.
Such a discrete and repeated biogeographic pattern indicates at least two waves of
army ant dispersal into Central America that were separated by significant genetic
divergence times. Thus, by integrating phylogenomic, population genomic and geographic evidence, we show that early colonization of Central America across the
emerging Isthmus of Panama drove parallel speciation in Eciton army ants.
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Introduction
Revealing historic change in geographic distributions is
critical to understanding the origins and evolutionary
dynamics of biodiversity (Jablonski et al. 2006). Range
expansion can be as essential to the origins of regional
biota as the speciation process itself, and therefore,
proper models testing established biogeographic patterns should consider dispersal along with speciation
and extinction (Rull 2011). Simultaneously, as landscape
change has been viewed as the primary driver of
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biological diversification to date, it is important to recognize that paleogeographic events likely affect evolutionary dynamics in several ways (Coyne & Orr 2004;
Smith et al. 2014). For example, the uplift of the Isthmus
of Panama (IP) and consequent closure of the Central
American Seaway (CAS) had an unparalleled impact on
biodiversity (Simpson 1980), oceanic currents, and
global climate (Haug et al. 2005). Most notably, the IP
provided a land bridge between two previously disconnected landmasses, prompting the Great American Biotic Interchange (GABI) (Stehli & Webb 1985).
As one of the most significant episodes of biological
migration, the GABI is integral to decoding evolutionary dynamics of Neotropical and Nearctic biota (Bagley
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& Johnson 2014), yet many aspects of the timing and
process of isthmus closure remain contentious (Stone
2013). For example, major differences in salinity and
benthic carbon between the Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean Sea arising from 4.2 to 4.7 Ma (millions of years
ago) suggest the end of deep water exchange and the
CAS (Haug et al. 2001), and the measured shifts in oceanic currents and global climate suggest a full closure of
the IP by 3.0–2.5 Ma (Bartoli et al. 2005). Conversely,
recent geological discoveries of Panamanian fluvial
deposits in South America argue for a closure of the
CAS as early as c. 13–15 Ma (Montes et al. 2015). To
add to this debate, the most thorough tectonic reconstructions of the region demonstrate the extant volcanic
arc beginning to form at c. 12 Ma, with a series of
islands clearly above sea level by 6 Ma (Coates et al.
1992). Evidence even shows that the corridors surrounding the Chorotega volcanic front in modern-day
Nicaragua and Costa Rica emerged far before full closure, only to be submerged again for millions of years
(Gutierrez-Garcıa
&
Vazquez-Domınguez
2013).
Although there is wide variation in the specific interpretations of this collective body of geological scholarship, the complexity of the emergence of the IP cannot
be debated.
Interpretation of the biotic evidence and its relation
to the complex geological substrate is perhaps more
varied than the geological evidence of the emergence
itself. Traditionally, the IP was considered a relatively
simplistic land bridge that initiated the GABI after its
emergence c. 3 Ma (Marshall et al. 1982). In this view,
the isthmus provided the first ‘overland corridor’, designating taxa exchanged previous to this date as ‘heralds’ or ‘island hoppers’ (Stehli & Webb 1985).
Although the original publications were faunally biased
towards mammals, a thorough analysis of Caribbean
and Pacific strata containing a multitude of near-shore
marine fauna by Coates et al. (1992) strongly bolstered
this argument with evidence suggesting a 3.5-Ma divergence date. Yet, the more recent treatment of the GABI
in the literature has acknowledged spatial heterogeneity
and temporal dynamics inherent to a complex rise of
the IP. In fact, several clades—including predatory
mammal families such as the Felidae, Mustelidae and
Procyonidae—show early colonization of South America
easily pre-dating the traditional timing of the rise of
Panama (Woodburne 2010; Eizirik 2012). Furthermore,
rather than treating the isthmus as a simple land
bridge, a few recent studies have increasingly acknowledged the propensity of a complex geological substrate
to generate diversity in situ through both dispersal and
vicariant mechanisms via transient formation and disappearance of land bridges and islands during a transitional period of IP formation (Woodburne 2010; Bagley

& Johnson 2014). Lastly, and perhaps most strikingly, a
reanalysis of hundreds of previous studies assuming a
closure of 3 Ma showed that the most significant
increase in intercontinental migration was around 8 Ma
for several terrestrial clades (Bacon et al. 2015), suggesting that the traditional date of 3 Ma for the first land
connection may be too late even for species that can
disperse across aquatic barriers. Although these studies
highlight variation in the inferred timing of species
exchange across the IP, none of them explicitly consider
dispersal strategies, which can have a profound effect
on migration potential (Ree & Sanmartın 2009). Taxa
that cannot disperse over water are particularly suitable
for understanding the biogeographic history of land
bridges as they produce fewer false positives for vicariant events (Cowie & Holland 2006), and are better indicators for evaluating landscape-driven speciation. We
therefore chose a clade of Neotropical army ants to
study the temporal and spatial dynamics of speciation
across the IP, and to elucidate its complex geographic
history.
Army ants of the genus Eciton are keystone arthropod
predators exerting strong top-down trophic effects in
terrestrial ecosystems (Kaspari & O’Donnell 2003; Kronauer 2009). Colonies of hundreds of thousands of individuals collectively hunt, kill and transport their prey
(Kaspari & Vargo 1995). Due to this foraging strategy,
new colonies can only form through fission, where a
mature colony splits into two with each containing a
single wingless queen (Kronauer 2009). Probably
because of their massive colony sizes and predatory
lifestyle, Eciton species have adapted a nomadic life history strategy to avoid local resource depletion (Willson
et al. 2011). Although Neotropical army ant colonies
cannot disperse over aquatic barriers due to wingless
queens and workers that cannot swim or raft, gene flow
is maintained by the dispersal of winged males across
existing barriers (Berghoff et al. 2008). While male dispersal outperforms that of the queen and the rest of the
colony, this male-biased dispersal also has its limits:
genetic evidence for landscape effects on dispersal has
been found in Eciton burchellii (Perez-Espona et al. 2012;
Soare et al. 2014), and simulations have suggested that
extinction may occur far before the habitat is fully fragmented (Boswell et al. 1998).
Despite limitations in dispersal capability and range
expansion, Eciton species assert their ecological dominance across broad geographic ranges in Neotropical
rainforests, from Mexico to Argentina (Schneirla 1971;
Watkins 1976). Previous work on the biogeographic origins of the multiple genera of army ants, including Eciton, suggests a Gondwanan origin followed by vicariant
speciation resulting from the split of Gondwana into
the South American and African continents (Brady
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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2003). Given this model and additional geographic evidence, Eciton species likely originated in the Amazon
(Brady 2003; Scotese 2014) and colonized Central America during GABI following the closure of the IP (Stehli
& Webb 1985; Hoorn et al. 2010). To tease apart the nature of this colonization process, we present two alternative models of colonization with explicit predictions,
representing alternative interpretations of the geological
and biological evidence on the emergence of the IP: The
traditional Full Closure Colonization (FCC) model
posits a simpler colonization of Central America beginning at full closure of the IP (c. 3 Ma), while the Early
Dynamic Colonization (EDC) model posits a much earlier colonization (>3 Ma) across the spatiotemporally
complex substrate of the emerging IP. Due to the weak
dispersal capability of army ants (Schneirla 1971; Kronauer 2009), it is unlikely that colonization occurred
before the completion of a single or a series of connected land bridges. This assumption is supported by
the absence of Neotropical army ants from all noncontinental Caribbean islands, despite the ample ecological
opportunity presented by these habitats (Dunn et al.
2007). Moreover, even with a rich and abundant fossil
record in the Dominican amber deposits, no fossil Eciton have been found on the islands (Wilson 1985).
To test these alternative models of colonization across
the IP, we generated a large, robust data set using a
reduced representation genome sequencing approach,
genotyping by sequencing (GBS). From these data, we
infer the phylogeny of the genus Eciton and elucidate its
biogeographic history. In addition to providing
increased phylogenomic resolution compared with traditional gene-based methods (Eaton & Ree 2013), GBS
facilitates population genomic analyses, which we leverage here to assess gene flow between distinct army ant
lineages to test possible parallel, cryptic speciation. By
collecting a large set of geographically distinct specimens for each species, we are able to test the predictions
of two distinct colonization models—the FCC and the
EDC—in generating observed Neotropical biodiversity.

Materials and methods

Neotropical distributions extending from Mexico to
Argentina—was required to study biogeographic patterns and to infer species boundaries. Comprehensive
sampling of specimens across the geographic range was
particularly important given the many taxonomically
recognized and morphologically distinguishable subspecies (Watkins 1976) (Table S3, Supporting information). All voucher specimens have been deposited at the
Field Museum of Natural History.

GBS library preparation and locus assembly
DNA from all specimens was extracted following a standard protocol for ants (Moreau 2014). Library preparation for GBS followed a published protocol with a
modified size-selection step (Elshire et al. 2011). The
restriction enzyme ApeK1 was chosen for genome digestion based on in silico digests of the eight published ant
genomes available at the time of study design
(Appendix S1: 1, Supporting information), and was later
confirmed by an in silico digest and analysis
(Appendix S1: 2, Supporting information) on a draft
genome of E. burchellii. All libraries were size-selected
for fragment sizes between 300 and 800 bp to maximize
coverage and number of loci (Appendix S1: 1, Supporting information). Finally, three libraries with 50 barcoded samples each were prepared for GBS by this
protocol, totalling 150 specimens sent for single-end
sequencing on three lanes of the Illumina HiSeq 2000.
All sequences have been deposited in GenBank (SRA
Accession: SRP072129). De novo locus assembly was
accomplished using the data pipeline pyRAD (Eaton
2014). De novo locus assembly was a multistep computational process where sequencing reads were sorted
and filtered for quality, and then clustered by sequence
similarity within and between samples to form genomic
loci with a minimum of 109 coverage [l = 20.1x]
(Appendix S1: 3, Supporting information). The final set
of genomic loci was then subset by (i) the minimum
number of samples for which a locus genotype was
available, (ii) the maximum number of individuals with
a shared allele in the locus and (iii) the exclusion of
specific taxa, depending on the particular analysis.

Taxon sampling
Taxa were selected for sequencing based on three main
criteria: (i) broad taxonomic coverage within the New
World army ants was required to assess congruence
with previous phylogenetic work on Dorylinae (Moreau
& Bell 2013; Brady et al. 2014); (ii) all nine Eciton species
that are known from queens and workers were included
to account for full taxonomic coverage; and (iii) extensive geographic coverage for all Eciton species—many of
which (six of nine species) have cosmopolitan
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

Phylogenomic inference
Following quality filtering of the assembled GBS loci,
all parsimony-informative loci were concatenated into a
single data matrix with pyRAD for phylogenetic inference (Eaton 2014). This matrix included 135 Eciton samples and 11 samples from outgroup genera. Based on
previous phylogenetic work in Dorylinae (Brady 2003;
Brady et al. 2014), the three Neivamyrmex specimens in
the data set were set as outgroups for rooting the tree
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in both maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian inference (BI). ML inference was implemented in a Randomized Axelerated Maximum Likelihood with High
Performance Computing (RAxML-HPC) pipeline with a
GTR-GAMMA model and 100 rapid bootstrap trees
(Appendix S1: 4, Supporting information) (Stamatakis
2006). BI was accomplished using an Exabayes MCMC
approach with a GTR-GAMMA model of evolution and
a Dirichlet prior (Appendix S1: 4, Supporting information) (Aberer et al. 2014).

Population genomic inference
Because large genomic data sets generated by GBS can
lend strong phylogenetic support to populations that
may not be truly distinct lineages due to gene flow, we
chose to test our findings with population genomic
inference. Specifically, gene flow between monophyletic
groups as recovered by phylogenetic analyses was
tested on a locus-by-locus basis. To manage the variable
sample coverage between loci, we chose a modified
Wright’s FST estimator (Appendix S1: 5, Supporting
information) weighted by sample size that could provide comparable FST estimates across our loci as defined
in Chen et al. (2015).
As nucleotide diversity (p) and sample coverage (n)
offer important evidence towards understanding potential gene flow, these statistics were also calculated and
incorporated into the analyses, along with allele class,
Hardy–Weinberg chi-squared statistic and minor allele
frequency (Chen et al. 2015). As loci with singleton mutations are uninformative with respect to evaluating gene
flow between two putative populations, they were
removed from the analysis. Presence of large numbers of
fixed loci, especially in loci with high nucleotide diversity
and sample coverage, is a strong indicator that there is
little to no gene flow between distinct lineages, despite
geographic overlap in parapatric ranges. Loci with low
nucleotide diversity may show reduced FST even in fully
differentiated species if a novel allele has not spread
through one of the species. Due to wide geographic sampling and population structure within the divergent
parapatric lineages, distribution of FST in tested loci may
deviate from normal two-population FST expectations.
However, as the deviations would only reduce the sensitivity of our analysis by reducing FST values, no corrections are necessary to reduce type I error.

Tree dating
Conversion to an ultrametric tree and dating of the
Bayesian inference (BI) phylogeny using node calibration was accomplished using the R package ‘ape’ (Paradis et al. 2004; Paradis 2013). We implemented the

chronos function (Paradis et al. 2004), which uses a
penalized likelihood approach for estimating absolute
rates of molecular evolution, known as nonparametric
rate smoothing (NPRS) (Sanderson 2002). To choose the
optimal value for the rate smoothing parameter (k), we
used a twofold cross-validation step using the CV functionality in chronos, first cross-validating with a broad
range of rate smoothing parameters (10 6 < k < 106),
followed
by
finer
resolution
cross-validation
(0.1 < k < 2.0). Once the optimal value was achieved,
we leveraged the recent fossil-calibrated phylogeny for
all Dorylinae using the 95% confidence interval for the
marginal posterior probabilities of several generic nodes
to date our tree (Appendix S1: 6, Supporting information) (Brady et al. 2014). Specifically, to test congruence
between our inferred phylogeny and that of Brady et al.
(2014), we used the marginal posterior probability distribution of the most recent common ancestor (MRCA)
of Eciton and Neivamyrmex for calibration, and marginal
posterior probability distributions of the MRCA of Eciton and Nomamyrmex, Labidus and Cheliomyrmex for validation (Brady et al. 2014). To ensure robustness in our
results to differing calibrations, we followed the same
procedure for the recent family-level dated phylogeny
by Moreau & Bell (2013).

Results
Locus assembly
Strict filtering of the demultiplexed Illumina reads for
Phred quality, read length and adapter sequence resulted
in 441.3 million utilizable reads for clustering across 147
samples, with a mean 3.0 million reads per individual
specimen (Appendix S1: 3, Supporting information). Several steps of clustering and quality filtering, including a
step for a minimum 109 coverage for each locus at each
individual, resulted in a mean of 58 095 loci per specimen. As is expected in reduced representation sequencing, the number of final loci was highly variable among
specimens (Appendix S1: 3, Supporting information),
which we modelled effectively with several linear models
using processing statistics and phylogenetic distance
(Appendix S1: 7, Supporting information).

Phylogenomic inference
Maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian inference (BI)
resulted in congruent phylogenies with perfect statistical support for all but one species-level node within the
genus Eciton, resolving these relationships within the
genus with high confidence (Fig. 1; Appendix S1: 4,
Supporting information). Both phylogenies included 135
Eciton samples and 11 samples from outgroup genera.
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Fig. 1 The phylogeny of Eciton army ants and the biogeographic areas occupied by distinct lineages. Phylogeny inferred from 146
specimens and 419 804 loci with 6 700 494 distinct nucleotide sites. All nodes on the phylogeny had maximum support from ML
bootstrap (BS) and Bayesian posterior probability (BPP) analyses, with one exception (+ = 95/100 BS, + = 0.98 BPP). Numbers in
parentheses give the number of samples contained within each monophyletic group, and letters illustrate the biogeographic regions
occupied by that group. Scale bar (bottom left) gives absolute timing of divergences in millions of years ago (Ma). Biogeographic
areas are adapted from Morrone (2006) (51).

The generic-level topology of the tree (Neivamyrmex
(Cheliomyrmex (Labidus, (Nomamyrmex, Eciton)))) confirms recent molecular phylogenetic work on Neotropical army ants (Brady 2003; Brady et al. 2014).
Furthermore, all of the nine recognized Eciton species
(Watkins 1976) were reciprocally monophyletic, validating current taxonomy (Fig. 1).

Biogeographic inference
Within each Eciton species, the phylogenetic signal was
completely concordant with biogeography, in that each
major monophyletic lineage occupied a distinct geographic area with minimal overlap with the areas of
the other major monophyletic lineages from that species
(Figs 1 and 3). Biogeographic areas were adapted from
Morrone (2006), where any areas that lacked substantial
occurrence data were merged into broader biogeographic areas of a more appropriate resolution. Mapping the occupied biogeographic areas for each sample
onto the phylogeny, we found a remarkable amount of
geographically coincidental, deep phylogenetic divergence across taxa, particularly around the Isthmus of
Panama (Figs 1 and 3; Appendix S1: 4, 8, Supporting
information). Three of the six species that have colonized Central America during the GABI had coincident
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

geographic boundaries between their respective oldest
phylogenetically distinct lineages across the Chorotega
volcanic front of Costa Rica into Nicaragua and
Panama (Figs 1 and 3). In each case, the Central American lineage corresponded to a previously recognized
subspecies (Watkins 1976). These three species with
tightly coincident geographic boundaries—E. burchellii,
E. mexicanum and E. vagans—are all known to have
extensive secondary contact zones where their respective subspecies occur in parapatry (Fig. 3). The available biogeographic data suggest that this zone, which
stretches throughout Costa Rica, Nicaragua and
Panama, is 500 miles long and up to 100 miles wide
(Dunn et al. 2007). For the fourth species (E. lucanoides)
that has migrated into Central America, the two oldest
lineages also meet at a geographic boundary along the
Isthmus of Panama (Fig. 1; Appendix S1: 8, Supporting
information). In the fifth species, E. hamatum, the two
phylogenetically most distinct lineages meet along a
geographic break near the junction of the isthmus and
South America (Fig. 1; Appendix S1: 8, Supporting
information). Lastly, E. dulcium, the sixth species that
has colonized Central America, lacked distinct and deeply divergent intraspecific lineages (Fig. 1). However, it
should be noted that our geographic sampling for this
species was limited. In particular, we were not able to
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include samples from north of the Chorotega volcanic
front, although the species is known to extend into this
region (Watkins 1976).

Population genomic inference
To further assess the hypothesis that the three discrete
lineages of Central American Eciton army ants constitute distinct biological species, we gathered several
locus-specific population genetic statistics (Appendix
S1: 5, Supporting information). Nucleotide diversity (p),
FST (test and randomized pseudo-null) and sample coverage were calculated for a mean of 29 370 variable loci
(r = 11 327) from five pairs of distinct lineages associated with the IP, three of which were known to have
extensive secondary contact zones in the Chorotega
region (Appendix S1: 5, Supporting information). All
five lineage pairs had several thousand loci (l = 11 505,
r = 5164) with the maximum fixation index value
(FST = 1) throughout the genome (Appendix S1: 5, Supporting information). Limiting the analysis to variable
loci with high nucleotide diversity (p > 0.8) and high
sample coverage (n > 9) only increased this proportion,
resulting in a mean of 55.0% (l = 4620, r = 2015) that
were fixed (Fig. 4; Appendix S1: 5, Supporting information). Finally, genotype assignments were randomized
to create a pseudo-null distribution of FST values to
compare to the results for each lineage pair. On average, less than three of the conservative loci were fixed
for each lineage pair in the pseudo-null distribution.
Therefore, the number of false positives expected by
chance is orders of magnitude lower than the observed
mean of 4620 fixed conservative loci across sister lineages, showing that the observed large number of fixed
loci cannot be attributed to chance (Appendix S1: 5,
Supporting information).

Tree dating
We used a penalized likelihood approach with a twofold
cross-validation step for divergence dating (Sanderson
2002; Paradis et al. 2004), calibrating with the marginal
posterior probability for generic nodes from Brady et al.
(2014). Specifically, using the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of Neotropical army ants from Brady et al.
(2014) as our fixed prior calibration, we estimated distributions for the MRCA of Eciton and the other Neotropical
army ant genera for comparison with the remaining prior
distributions from the same paper (Appendix S1: 6, Supporting information) (Brady et al. 2014). All of our estimated MRCA ages were within the original confidence
intervals of Brady et al. (2014), suggesting general concordance across studies (Brady et al. 2014). Divergence date
distributions were estimated for all five pairs of sister lineages across the IP (Fig. 2; Appendix S1: 6, Supporting
information). Four of these lineage pairs had divergence
dates significantly prior to the full formation of the isthmus and closure of the CAS (E. burchellii: 4.3 Ma [98.6%
CI > 3 Ma]; E. lucanoides: 6.4 Ma [100.0% CI > 3 Ma];
E. mexicanum: 6.6 Ma [100.0% CI > 3 Ma]; E. vagans:
5.5 Ma [99.9% CI > 3 Ma]). The fifth parapatric lineage
pair (E. hamatum) diverged 2.3 Ma, shortly after the full
formation of the isthmus [98.6% PD < 3 Ma]. Calibration
of our phylogeny with the date estimated by Moreau &
Bell (2013) for the MRCA of Neotropical army ants
yielded similar results, demonstrating that our findings
are robust with respect to the precise date chosen for calibration (Appendix S1: 6, Supporting information) (Moreau & Bell 2013).

Testing alternative colonization models
Testable predictions of colonization models rely heavily
on the geological model of isthmus emergence

Fig. 2 Divergence times for Eciton sister lineages across the Isthmus of Panama. Asterisks indicate lineages with geographically coincident species boundaries across Costa Rica, Nicaragua and Panama. Pulses of dispersal across the isthmus might have begun as
early as 10 Ma (solid line) according to Bacon et al. (2015), while full closure of the Isthmus of Panama occurred around 3 Ma (black
dashed line). All coloured dashed lines and areas represent the mean divergence times and divergence time density distributions
estimated for the sister lineage of that colour, respectively.
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considered. Here, we offer a null (FCC) model and an
alternative (EDC) model, including their predictions
based on the current state of the controversy in the literature and its implications for biological diversity.
These models and their predictions are described below
and summarized in Table 1.
First, we offer the Full Closure Colonization (FCC)
model as our null model: traditionally, timing of the
full formation of the Isthmus of Panama and closure of
the CAS is dated at 3 Ma (Simpson 1980), and would
represent the earliest date for a strictly over land dispersal into Central America. Under this model, we
would expect dispersal of Neotropical army ant lineages into Central America to be within the last 3 Ma,
with no particular expectation on where geographic
range breaks may fall within Central America. Depending on the diversity within a given species group, we
would also expect the earliest branching army ant lineages to be South American, and in situ diversification
in Central America to be no older than 3 Ma (Table 1).
Second, we test our Early Dynamic Colonization
(EDC) model, a model where the complex emergence of
Panama acts as a mechanism for speciation on dispersing lineages: more recently, extensive biotic (Woodburne 2010; Bacon et al. 2015) and abiotic (GutierrezGarcıa & Vazquez-Domınguez 2013; Montes et al. 2015)
evidence has suggested that isthmus formation was far
more sophisticated than originally proposed and that
the emergence of suitable habitat and connective land
mass may have predated the full closure of the CAS by
several million years (Bagley & Johnson 2014). Under
this model, dispersal into Central America presents
both a novel ecological opportunity for colonization and
an opportunity for clade diversification across a spatiotemporally complex landscape. Specifically, rather
than a single migration across a suitable corridor into
Central America, the complex landscape provided a series of patches of suitable habitat analogous to stepping
stones with respect to the eventual colonization of Central America (Gutierrez-Garcıa & Vazquez-Domınguez
2013). In this model, we would likely infer in situ diversification/speciation before full formation of the isthmus (c. 3 Ma) as a result of dispersing across a complex
geological substrate. Lastly, secondary contact zones
between parapatric sister-lineage pairs may be expected
to coincide for species that diversified on the isthmus.
Specifically, if these sister-lineage pairs shared the same
geological mechanism of diversification—such as a large
change in landscape providing a vicariance boundary—
it is possible that the secondary contact zones would
have remained coincident following the second wave of
dispersal. On the other hand, given no known ecological differences between the respective members of each
sister-lineage pair, there would be no reason to expect
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

coincidence of secondary contact zones across species
without a shared mechanism of diversification.
Overall, our results provide strong support for the
predictions of the EDC model and reject the FCC model
(Table 1). Specifically, we find that the majority of the
diversification not associated with the early burst at the
crown of Eciton occurs in the Central American region
(Fig. 1), which is consistent with EDC, but not expected
under FCC. In addition, for the three lineages that we
can confirm as coincident and parapatric across the
Chorotega volcanic range (E. burchellii, E. mexicanum,
and E. vagans), their divergence times are all significantly older than 3 Ma [E. burchellii: 4.27; E. vagans:
5.50; E. mexicanum: 6.61] (Figs 2 and 3; Appendix S1: 6,
Supporting information). The temporal and spatial congruence in the parapatric divergence of these lineages
provides strong evidence supporting the EDC model.
While E. lucanoides also has a deep phylogenetic break
across the isthmus, this lineage is less abundant than
the others, and thus, range parapatry cannot be ascertained at this point. E. hamatum also has a phylogenetic
break near the Isthmus of Panama in Colombia. However, this divergence is younger than 3 Ma and requires
increased geographic sampling to assess the extent of
parapatry, as there are no subspecific designations in
the literature setting the precedent for this break.

Discussion
Understanding the factors that drive speciation is critical to revealing the origins of biodiversity and ecosystem assembly. Remarkably, we find strong evidence
across multiple species for speciation associated with
the complex emergence of Panama. In four of the six
taxonomically recognized Eciton species with geographic ranges extending into Central America, our
phylogenomic and population genomic data support
the Early Dynamic Colonization model. In each case,
the northernmost populations constitute a distinct lineage that is sister to the respective southern counterpart. In three of these cases—E. burchellii, E. mexicanum
and E. vagans—we have identified coincident parapatric
zones on the isthmus between the sister lineages that
demonstrate evolutionary divergence and speciation far
before the full closure of the isthmus (Figs 1–4;
Appendix S1: 5 and 6, Supporting information).
Recent work on the uplift of Panama and the associated faunal exchange has continued to depart from the
more simplistic view of a single event that provided a
corridor for the GABI. Geologically, the tectonic reconstructions of volcanic island arcs (Coates et al. 2004),
evidence for shoaling (Haug & Tiedemann 1998; Haug
et al. 2001) and changes in sea level (Haug et al. 2005)
provide an ample palette of mechanisms for speciation
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3 Geographic range for Eciton army ants with ranges and sampling for three species showing parallel speciation and coincidence of
secondary contact zones. (a) The genus-level geographic range of Eciton is indicated by the grey shaded area, with most of the species in
the genus occupying this cosmopolitan Neotropical distribution. Maps for each of the three species with distinct, overlapping lineages in
Central America (b) E. vagans, (c) E. burchellii and (d) E. mexicanum with points representing the geographic coordinates of the specimens sequenced in this study. Colours indicate the assignment to a distinct phylogenetic lineage within each currently defined species,
and black arrows indicate the secondary contact zones (hashed black lines) between the distinct lineages in northern Central America
(blue) and southern Central America (orange) for each species. Although E. burchellii (c) also has a third distinct lineage (green), there
are no data to suggest a secondary contact zone in South America. Estimated range areas (coloured by clade assignment) are based on
our genomic data and geographic data associated with relevant, validated subspecies (Watkins 1976). Grey areas represent areas of the
geographic range for that species that could not be assigned to a clade using genomic or geographic data. Note that many of the points
represent multiple samples and some sites are obscured by the large scale of the map. For sample sizes, refer to Fig. 1.

via dispersal and vicariance. For groups such as
Neotropical army ants that cannot disperse across
water, it is likely that the continued exchange of shallow waters between the Pacific and Atlantic oceans sufficiently segmented the landscape during this time to
create several ‘holding pens’ for evolutionary divergence (Woodburne 2010; Bacon et al. 2015). Under this
scenario, colonization of the Central American landmass
may have been an extremely slow process, with several

local extinctions of isolated island populations dispersing across the landscape, which may explain the deep
divergence we find for all of the Central American
lineages. Moreover, the high dietary demands and
small population sizes of a top predator would only
have exacerbated the propensity for local extinction,
further impeding the colonization process (Reznick &
Ricklefs 2009). Most importantly, geological reconstructions of the formation of the Central American volcanic
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Eciton burchellii [N = 9532]

Eciton mexicanum [N = 13 112]

Eciton vagans [N = 6556]
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Fig. 4 Distribution of FST values for conservative sets of loci for the three distinct lineage pairs with coincident secondary contact
zones. Density distributions for Eciton burchellii (left), E. mexicanum (centre) and E. vagans (right). The number of loci tested for each
species is indicated to the right of the species name above each plot. Note that the majority of loci for all three lineage pairs have the
maximum FST values (1.0), as well as many other loci with elevated FST values (>0).

Table 1 Predictions made by the Full Closure Colonization
(FCC) model and the Early Dynamic Colonization (EDC)
model for various lines of evidence with model support from
observed results. Evidence labels are as follows: Diversification
is relative amount of speciation events associated with the IP
compared to the remainder of the geographic range in the
same time period. Divergence times refers to the divergence
times of parapatric sister lineages with secondary contact zones
in Central America, where we would expect younger ages for
in situ diversification in FCC than EDC. Parapatry coincidence
refers to the geographic coincidence of the secondary contact
zones across parapatric sister lineage pairs, where we would
potentially expect zone coincidence under EDC with a shared
mechanism of diversification (†), and we see coincidence in our
results for three lineages (‡)

Evidence
Diversification
Divergence
times
Parapatry
Coincidence

FCC
prediction

EDC
prediction

Results

Model
support

No effect
Less than
3 Ma
Random

Increase
3–8 Ma

Increase
4–7 Ma

EDC
EDC

Yes†

Yes‡

EDC

archipelago reinforce our findings in both timing and
specific path of dispersal, providing precise landscape
features for colonization, as well as subsequent aquatic
barriers for speciation (Appendix S1: 8, Supporting
information) (Coates et al. 2004; Gutierrez-Garcıa &
Vazquez-Domınguez 2013).
When considering this evidence in the light of our
alternative colonization models, we find clear support
for the Early Dynamic Colonization (EDC) model over
the Full Closure Colonization (FCC) model. Specifically,
we find that the age of parapatric lineages found on the
isthmus itself—all significantly older than 3.0 Ma—as
strong evidence (Fig. 2), given that any assertion against
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

in situ diversification would require an unspecified
mechanism of speciation that acted upon all of these
lineages in parallel. Furthermore, any competing assertion would then require the migration of these boundaries hundreds of miles from South America into
Central America in four independent lineage pairs, with
three lineage pairs emerging as completely coincident
along the Nicaraguan depression and Chorotega volcanic range (Fig. 3). As this scenario is highly unlikely,
we thus reject the prospect of ex situ diversification.
Additionally, it is clear that the majority of recent divergences (4 out of 7) are associated with the complex
emergence of the IP, supporting the EDC model and
indicating a clear increase in diversification around the
IP in comparison with the much larger sampled geographic area in South America (Figs 1 and 3; Table 1;
Appendix S1: 8, Supporting information). Although this
support is not a formal statistical test, the concentration
of divergences along the IP compared with the overall
geographic area under study is striking.
As revealed by our population genomic data, the lack
of gene flow in the extensive secondary contact zones
of recently diverged lineages reinforces our argument
for speciation (Fig. 4). More precisely, the fact that the
majority of the loci in these lineage pairs demonstrate
the maximum FST value (l = 11 505, r = 5164) despite
our wide geographic sampling (Figs 1 and 3;
Appendix S1: 8, Supporting information) would only be
expected without gene flow (Appendix S1: 5, Supporting information). As the secondary contact zones
between these lineages are large areas with ample
opportunity for mating—on the order of thousands of
square miles—these distributions of high FST values
constitute one of the main lines of evidence for speciation. Combined with the comparison against our permutation-based pseudo-null that generated four orders
of magnitude fewer loci with such extreme FST values
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(l = 2.6, r = 3.8), we present strong evidence that these
three co-occurring lineages are in fact distinct species
(Appendix S1: 5, Supporting information).
Considering our EDC model for in situ diversification
implicates large-scale abiotic processes associated with
the rise of the isthmus rather than ecological specialization, competition among these species may be particularly strong in these regions (Price & Kirkpatrick 2009).
Invading, ecologically similar lineages may thus have
experienced competitive exclusion from closely related
incumbent lineages, in addition to strong selective
forces on premating isolation mechanisms to avoid
costly hybridization (Coyne & Orr 2004). This perspective is particularly relevant in Neotropical army ants,
where competitive exclusion seems to frequently occur
between closely related sister lineages and niche partitioning appears common between more distantly
related lineages: as demonstrated in the current study
(Fig. 1), no ecologically similar sister lineages regularly
co-occur in any part of their ranges. On the other hand,
despite all species being top predators, more distantly
related lineages partition niches in a number of ways—
such as daily activity rhythms and food spectra—which
may allow for co-occurrence without direct competition
(Powell & Franks 2006).
The repeated pattern of deep divergences among
Central American army ant lineages provides important new insights into the GABI and the closure of
the IP. Aside from an independent source of validation for the mounting geological and biological evidence asserting an earlier and more complex
emergence of the IP (Gutierrez-Garcıa & V
azquezDomınguez 2013; Stone 2013; Bagley & Johnson 2014;
Bacon et al. 2015), our study shows this pattern in a
clade without the ability to colonize land across aquatic barriers. As the early timing (4–7 Ma) of Central
American colonization by Neotropical army ants was
robust to multiple calibrations, this provides strong
evidence for ephemeral land bridges prior to the full
closure of the IP. We suggest that these early, intercontinental land connections played an important role
in the dispersal of many taxa during the GABI
(Gutierrez-Garcıa & Vazquez-Domınguez 2013; Bacon
et al. 2015), and likely functioned as a mechanism of
speciation through alternating bouts of dispersal and
vicariance. Considering that the majority of lineages
in lower Central America exhibit genetic structure in
this region (Bagley & Johnson 2014)—including other
Neotropical army ant genera (Barth et al. 2015)—we
predict that support for cryptic diversification and the
EDC model will only increase as more research is
conducted on weakly dispersing Central American
species. Lastly, our research suggests that the spatial
and temporal complexity of the emerging isthmus

needs to be seriously evaluated when invoking the
commonly used biogeographic phenomenon of sweepstakes dispersal.
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